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Abstract
Through efforts over the past fifteen years, we have acquired a
great deal of experience in designing spoken dialogue systems
that provide access to large corpora of data in a variety of dif-
ferent knowledge domains, such as flights, hotels, restaurants,
weather, etc. In our recent research, we have begun to shift
our focus towards developing tools that enable the rapid devel-
opment of new applications. This paper addresses a novel ap-
proach that drives system design from the on-line knowledge re-
source. We were motivated by a desire to minimize the need for
a pre-determined dialogue flow. In our approach, decisions on
dialogue flow are made dynamically based on analyses of data,
either prior to user interaction or during the dialogue itself. Au-
tomated methods, used to organize numeric and symbolic data,
can be applied at every turn, as user constraints are being spec-
ified. This helps the user mine through large data sets to a few
choices by allowing the system to synthesize intelligent sum-
maries of the data, created on-the-fly at every turn. Moreover
automatic methods are ultimately more robust against the fre-
quent changes to on-line content. Simulations generating hun-
dreds of dialogues have produced log files that allow us to assess
and improve system behavior, including system responses and
interactions with the dialogue flow. Together, these techniques
are aimed towards the goal of instantiating new domains with
little or no input from a human developer.

1. Introduction
Over the past fifteen years, researchers in the Spoken Lan-
guage Systems Group at MIT have been developing human lan-
guage technologies formixed-initiativeconversational systems
that help humans seek information from resources such as the
Web. These are distinguished from the emerging deployed com-
mercial systems in that the interaction is natural and flexible,
modeled after human-human dialogues [8]. The development
of the Galaxy Communicator architecture [6] has greatly ac-
celerated the pace at which we as experts can configure com-
plex dialogue systems in a wide range of different domains. As
the underlying technology components have matured, the com-
munity’s research focus has evolved to include issues related to
portability and modularity of system components [7, 2]. The
goal is to automate the process of both customizing the system
to specific content and designing the dialogue flow. At the same
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time, the system should be robust and adaptable to the frequent
changes in the on-line content. We believe that the ability for
non-expert system developers to rapidly configure spoken di-
alogue access to on-line information sources will be a crucial
step towards wide deployment of such systems.

Our current vision is that the system development process
should begin with the on-line resource. The first step is to trans-
form it into a structured database, while simultaneously iden-
tifying the relevant attributes that would lead to successful re-
trieval of an item from the database. We assume, as a reason-
able model of a dialogue, a sequence of dialogue turns, aimed
at narrowing down the full database to a single item. The item
retrieved will match the set of constraints provided by the user
over the course of the dialogue. While the user may choose to
provide these constraints in any order, they will be strongly bi-
ased by the information presented to them at each turn. It is thus
required of the system to intelligently present a summary of the
set of database tuples retrieved at each turn, and, optionally, to
suggest a plausible next move to the user, aimed at further re-
finement of the set. Towards this goal, we have developed a ca-
pability which can effectively organize a list of database tuples
into a summary semantic frame. The frame is then transformed
into a response string using our language generation tools.

This paper begins with an outline of past work in domain-
independent dialogue management. We then describe progress
in formulating a procedure where knowledge is extracted from
on-line data prior to user interaction, and then used to dynam-
ically configure dialogue flow and summaries of database out-
puts, based on the dialogue contexts. We give examples of out-
puts from our hotel and restaurant information domains. Sec-
tion 5 addresses how the language generation engine is used to
create clear and concise responses from the dynamically syn-
thesized summary frames. Subsequently, we present a method-
ology for creating and fine-tuning the restaurant domain. In
particular a simulation server is used to randomly generate hun-
dreds of dialogues, towards the goal of refining all aspects of
the system. Finally, we discuss future directions towards the
automatic generation of dialogue systems.

2. Generic Dialogue Management

A previous paper [4] describes initial efforts to build a domain-
independent orgenericdialogue manager that can perform the
essential dialogue flow operations, customizable through an ex-
ternal, text-based interface. Our philosophy is that the ba-
sic functionalities in the dialogue manager should obtain their
domain-dependent parameters from external files, separate from
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Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
City Range (� ) Range (� ) Range (� )

Hotel Rates
NYC 65-210 (127) 210-475 (103) 475-550 (15)
BOS 59-139 (58) 139-415 (71) 415-599 (9)
PHL 49-129 (69) 129-295 (51) 295-390 (6)
SUX 33-90 (15) 99 (1) n/a

Distance from City Center
NYC 0-1 (207) 1-11 (24) 11-13 (5)
BOS 0-20 (105) 20-45 (27) 45-55 (3)
PHL 0-26 (107) 26-30 (8) 30-40 (7)
SUX 0-14 (3) 14-15 (2) 15-201 (1)

Table 1: Results of clustering of hotel nightly rates and distance
from city center for selected cities: New York (NYC), Boston
(BOS), Philadelphia (PHL) and Sioux City (SUX). Range is the
output range of values in dollars for price and miles for distance;
� represents number of items in each grouping.

the domain-independent components. For instance, an applica-
tion has a set of domain-specific constraints, such as “arrival
date” in a flight domain. These need to be solicited from the
user in order to find the required database item.

The design of this generic dialogue manager is based on the
view that the dialogue interaction consists of several phases. In
thepre-retrievalphase, the system solicits from the userall the
necessary constraints prior to dispatching a query with those
constraints to the content provider. Subsequent phases involve
further filtering the response as well as preparing a summary of
the retrieved data set to the user. This model mandates a de-
veloper to pre-determine a fixed, ordered set of constraints to
prompt a user for each dialogue turn, if necessary. In recent
work, we have adopted a simplified and more flexible paradigm
where database retrieval occurs as early as possible, following
which, the system will examine the large database output, pro-
vide a summary of the data, and prompt the user for further
constraints, based on the data. This approach is ultimately more
data-centric, resulting in dialogues that are more natural.

3. Extraction of On-line Content
A significant challenge in building spoken dialogue applications
has been the representation and organization of the knowledge
source. Typically, applications in narrow domains are designed
to connect to a single set of database tuples containing a finite
and fixed set of attributes that apply exclusively to that domain.
Assumptions based on one corpus can result in a system that is
difficult to port to even a new corpus of data within the same
domain, much less to a completely different domain. For in-
stance, data sets for a restaurant domain can vary greatly in size
or specificity for different cities. A database of restaurants in
New York is much more diverse than one for a small town.
Only a small subset of the available cities would provide ac-
cess to restaurant reviews, and the concept of “neighborhoods”
is only applicable to cities over a certain size. Using a static set
of attributes, incorrect assumptions could be made about new
data, or in the worst case, a system needs to be substantially
re-engineered every time a new data set is adopted.

The solution we propose is to make dynamic decisions on dia-
logue flow based on an analysis of the data, either prior to user
interaction or during the dialogue itself. In our initial data anal-

ysis phase, content is organized into subcategories, correspond-
ing to the high-level concepts of the domain as determined by
the provider. For example, with hotel data, the initial pass cat-
egorizes data into hotel names, cities, addresses, etc. The data
are further standardized into semantic frames by way of parsing
using a natural language engine [5]. Capturing knowledge ex-
tracted from the raw data, lists of semantic frames can be com-
piled under several subcategories, such as all hotels in a given
city. These subcategories can be computed prior to user interac-
tion and stored as a data resource (e.g., lists of database entities
for a given city). In addition, on-the-fly computation takes place
after a user has specified further constraints. Throughout the di-
alogue, the system examines the subset of frames and the char-
acteristics of eachnoveldata subset in the hope of giving more
informative and pertinent feedback to the user at every turn.

4. Organization and Presentation
In this section, we first describe hownumericvalues can be au-
tomatically organized into groupings that could map to subjec-
tive categories, such as “cheap” or “near.” Secondly, an algo-
rithm for automatically organizingsymbolicdata is presented.
Our overall goal is to fully automate the process of deciding
how to summarize database entries that are consistent with the
user’s request.

These ideas are explored in the context of two data sets: (1)
restaurants in Boston and (2) hotel data for major cities in the
United States. The hotel content includes information about
brand identification, location, and amenities offered, as well as
numeric ranges for minimum and maximum price, and the dis-
tance (in miles or kilometers) from a specified landmark (the
default being the center of the city in question). The hotel in-
formation is accessible via a direct connection to a provider,
whereas the restaurant content was obtained by processing an
on-line source. It has information for 983 restaurants, cover-
ing 106 cities in the Boston metropolitan area (e.g., Newton,
Cambridge) and 45 neighborhoods (e.g., Back Bay, South End).
Altogether there are 33 different cuisines, as well as informa-
tion about phone number, hours, credit-card acceptance, handi-
cap accessibility, available reviews, etc. The on-line source for
restaurants provides price range information in four specific cat-
egories, “cheap,” “low,” “mid-range” and “expensive,” whereas
the hotel information provides numeric ranges for hotel prices.

4.1. Grouping Numeric Data

In earlier work [4] within the hotel information domain, par-
titioning of the data was based on a fixed numeric value
for a given attribute, supplied as a parameter in a domain-
independent function. Hence, to determine if a hotel is “near”
a landmark, a developer specified a fixed threshold such as 10
miles as a criterion for “nearness.” This is clearly inadequate
in a domain that covers a variety of American cities, in that
one fixed numeric value cannot match our intuitions for relative
concepts such as “near” and “cheap” for entire ranges of cities.
It would be equally impractical for a system developer to incor-
porate varying notions for “near”/“cheap” for each city, suburb
or neighborhood manually. This clearly argues for a more au-
tomatic method that can infer relative concepts from the data
source itself.

Our approach is to use an algorithm, similar to bottom-up
clustering, whereby a numerically ordered data set is sorted
into bins that roughly correspond with notions of “small,”
“medium,” and “large.” The algorithm begins with one bin allo-
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Restaurants in Quincy: “I have found 14 restaurants. Some of the options are American, Brazilian, Indian and Italian
Pizza. None of them are expensive. Many of them are on Hancock Street, Adams Street, Billings Road and Franklin Street.”
Restaurants with a medium price range:“I have found 172 restaurants. Most of them are located in Boston and Cambridge.
There are 18 choices for cuisine. They are predominantly in the North End, Back Bay, the Financial District and the South End.”
Restaurants near the Prudential Center:“I have found 21 restaurants. There are 11 choices for cuisine. Many of them
are on Boylston Street, Newbury Street and Massachusetts Avenue.”

Table 2: Example summary responses for various sets of restaurants. The first one corresponds to the response frame in Table 3.

cated to every unique value in the set, and successively merges
adjacent bins whenever the distance between the means of the
bin falls below a varying threshold. The results of this algorithm
applied to hotel data are shown in Table 1. We illustrate results
for the price attribute and distance attribute from the city center.
The results highlight a difference in the notion of what is cheap
for New York compared with Sioux City. Likewise, when this
algorithm is applied to data pertaining to distances from the city
center, the notion of “near” in Manhattan maps to within 1 mile
for over 200 hotels, which contrasts significantly with the data
spread in a city such as Philadelphia.

4.2. Organizing Symbolic Data

Just as numeric data typically have different ranges and sizes
in parts of the corpus, the distributions ofsymbolicvalues also
vary among subsets, or may be absent altogether. As described
earlier, each dialogue turn results in a list of semantic frames
that encapsulate knowledge extracted from raw data, corre-
sponding to constraints specified in the dialogue. The system
prompts the user with attributes such as city or cuisine, in or-
der to solicit more constraints, aimed at narrowing the subset of
frames, although users are always free to ignore these sugges-
tions. Previously, both the set of constraints and the order by
which to prompt for them was pre-determined by a developer.

In our new paradigm, we abandon the notion of a pre-
determined dialogue flow. The prompts presented to the user,
and the order in which they appear, are now determined at run-
time, based on a simple algorithm which computes the most
useful set of attributes, as dictated by thecurrent data subset.
The algorithm analyzes these data and produces a frame that
summarizes the attributes associated with them. The response
generation component will then use the attributes as well as
other details in the frames to generate a response that both sum-
marizes the current data and suggests further constraints.

The algorithm is implemented in an independent server that
generates a set of attributes at every turn. Certain attributes,
such as phone or street numbers, may be excludeda priori by
a developer as inappropriate for use to constrain a query. With
the remainder of the attributes, the algorithm will, at each turn,
select a subset that seem most relevant to the user, given the
current data set. The list of candidate attributes in the restau-
rant domain include city, neighborhood, price range, restaurant
ratings and street location.

The decision on the usefulness of an attribute is based on two
main considerations. First, for a large data set, attributes that
partition the data into a small set of unique groups are more use-
ful than those that are mostly unique across all the items. The
rationale is that the system should at first summarize at a broad
level, presenting the user with a set of choices to narrow down
the data. For instance, at an earlier part of the conversation, the
system may decide that it is preferable to prompt the user for a
cuisine choice rather than asking for a specific street location.

Secondly, attributes for which the majority of the tuples have
no values are also removed from consideration. For instance, in
some suburbs none of the listed restaurants have ratings.

Results of this summarization algorithm are passed on to the re-
sponse generation component in the form of summary frames,
as shown in Table 3. Each summary frame contains a set of
attributes, each one containing a frequency-ordered set of val-
ues for that attribute, along with their counts. The next section
describes how these are converted to English sentences.

5. System Responses
Once the system is able to produce a reasonable summarymean-
ing representation for the data, the next step is to turn that into
a sequence of well-formed English sentences to be spoken to
the user as the system’s verbal response. For this, we make
use of ourGENESISlanguage generation system [1]. GENESIS
is mostly a surface-form generator, but it allows for a certain
amount of planning, so as to generate a particular item differ-
ently depending upon further analysis of its contents or the ex-
ternal context.

Some example summary generations are given in Table 2, where
the first one corresponds to the frame in Table 3. GENESISpro-
vides flexible options to list the few dominating choices, if they
exist, or to list all the choices, if the set is sufficiently small, or
to simply indicate howmany choices there are. There is also the
option to only provide detail if there is a single choice, or, in-
terestingly, to summarize across all tuples for attributes that are
either common or missing (e.g., “none of them is expensive”).

GENESIS has been augmented to accommodate a number of
special operators for preprocessing summary frames, which
provide additional control over how to describe a data set lin-
guistically. Some of these are illustrated in Table 4. For ex-
ample, the entry “cuisine” in the table would first attempt to
enumerate all cuisines available (using the “enumerate” tem-
plate), but only if the total count is below a threshold specified
by the developer. If that fails, it then attempts to speak about
a majority of restaurants (the “majority” template), again, if an
adequate percentage of the total are contained in a small enough
set (e.g., 60% are contained in the first 4 choices; specified by
the developer). If all else fails, it simply provides a count on the
number of options under “cuisine.” Notice that in the example
the “street” option does not back off to a count, but rather would
be omitted altogether should both options fail. The “singleton”
and “singletonout” notation associated with “pricerange” il-
lustrates the summarization capability for unique or missing
values that apply across the entire set.

6. Dialogue Simulations
Once we are able to summarize constrained data sets, the next
question to address is the coherence of a dialogue produced
through expected user interactions. After the initial dialogue
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�c summary
:count 14
:categories
( �c cuisine

:orderedcounts ( 4 2 2 2 ...
:orderedvalues ( “american” “brazilian” “indian” ..)�

�c price range
:orderedcounts ( 7 2 2 )
:orderedvalues ( “cheap” “low” “medium” )�

�c street
:orderedcounts ( 4 2 1 ...
:orderedvalues ( “hancock street” ..)� �

Table 3: Example summary frame resulting from the refine-
ments for symbolic categories for “restaurants in Quincy.”

cuisine (�enumerate�majority�count)
street (�enumerate�majority)
price range (�singleton�singletonout)
singleton “all of them are” :singleton .
singletonout “none of them are” :singletonout .

Table 4: Selected entries from theGENESISmessage file to con-
trol paraphrasing of summary frames. The developer has con-
trol over parameter settings in a separate table.

system is in place, but before releasing it to real users, an ef-
fective strategy can be to simply simulate the user’s turn in the
dialogue. We have adopted a method similar to [3] that enables
us to easily examine the basic behavior of the system, under a
myriad of scenarios. A simulation server has been implemented
as part of the Galaxy system, synthesizing possible user inputs.
At each turn, the simulator selects at random an item, based
on the explicit information given by the system response. First
the simulator randomly selects a possible category to consider
(such as cuisine), then it randomly picks a possible value for that
attribute (such as seafood), weighted by the frequency counts.
Through multiple simulated turns the search is narrowed down
until the list is small enough to enumerate for final selection.

Table 5 illustrates a simulated dialogue in the restaurants do-
main. Using the simulator, hundreds of dialogues are generated
within minutes, and developers can iteratively spot and repair
system weaknesses. In the current restaurant domain, the simu-
lator arrives at a single choice within on average 4.6 turns. By
running more than a thousand dialogues, we have successively
improved various aspects of the responses generated, given the
multitude of scenarios possible in a large data set.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has introduced a number of approaches that ease the
effort required to create a dialogue system and provide a dia-
logue management and response planning strategy that is adapt-
able to the on-line content, thereby improving the interaction
with the user. We also introduce the use of a simulation server
for examining the operation of the overall dialogue system, par-
ticularly the interaction between the dialogue flow and the re-
sponse generation outputs. In the future, one direction is to ex-
pand the simulation capabilities in order to debug and evaluate
more complex dialogues involving a broader class of queries,
such as queries against the attributes of a specific database entry.
Another direction of interest is the use of simulation to rapidly
synthesize vast amounts of data that can be used as initial train-

SIM: I would like a restaurant.
PARA: What restaurants do you have?
SYS: I have found 983 restaurants. Most of them are lo-

cated in Boston and Cambridge. There are 32 choices
for cuisine. I also have information about price range.

SIM: Boston.
PARA: Okay tell me about the ones in Boston.
SYS: I have found 401 restaurants in Boston.

There are 29 choices for cuisine.
SIM: Seafood.
PARA: Do you have any that serve seafood?
SYS: I have found 19 seafood restaurants. They are

predominantly in Back Bay, the North End, South
Boston and the South End.

SIM: South End.
PARA: In the South End.
SYS: I have found 3 restaurants. Grill Fish on Columbus

Avenue, McCormick & Schmick’s on Columbus Avenue
and Joseph’s on High on High Street.

SIM: Grill Fish.
PARA: The Grill Fish please.

Table 5: Example of a simulated dialogue narrowing down the
data set from all restaurants in Boston to the “Grill Fish.” The
simulated inputs (SIM) are paraphrased into a number of vari-
ants (PARA) by GENESISand processed to produce system re-
sponses (SYS).

ing material for the recognizer language model and natural lan-
guage component. SinceGENESIScan generate different para-
phrases for the same user input query (illustrated as “PARA” in
Table 5), it is possible to obtain a relatively rich corpus of sim-
ulated user utterances this way. This holds the promise for con-
figuring robust language components for the system, beginning
with no training data, and given only the database contents and
their structure. Our future plans are to evaluate this paradigm.
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